Lesson Plan for Student Video
Goal:
To expose students to the Get More Math (GMM) student application and
familiarize them with the symbols and features of the program.
Materials:
• Devices (Chromebooks/iPads/computers)
• Link to student video: https://youtu.be/ATrmfji0URE
• Student Video Activity Handout (pages 2-3)
• Student Video Activity Answer Key (pages 4-5)
• (Optional) Link to Student Video Activity Electronic Fillable form

Lesson:
1. Print and distribute the Student Video Activity handout (pages 2 & 3). If
remote, share the link for an electronic fillable PDF with your students.
https://getmoremath.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/GMM-StudentVideo-Activity-fillable-handour-10-15-20.pdf
2. Explain that GMM will be used this year to help students practice math
problems and remember what they have learned. It will immediately let them
know if they got an answer right or wrong. The purpose of this activity is for
them to understand the basics of how the application works.
3. Allow your students 15-20 minutes to watch the video and answer the
questions on the worksheet.
4. Monitor and assist as needed.
5. Once your students have worked through the worksheet, go over the answer
using the Answer Key (pages 4 & 5).
6. Now you are ready! After you plan your lesson and provide instruction, use an
assignment in Get More Math to provide your students with practice. Repeat
this process for several days and watch your Mixed Review grow, providing
your students with the individualized practice they need to build long-term
retention.
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Student Video Activity
Printable Version

NAME________________________________
Understand Get More Math’s symbols and features by completing this activtiy.
1. Go to https://youtu.be/ATrmfji0URE and view the Student Introduction to GMM video.
2. Read the symbol’s definition and circle True or False. If false, correct the definition to
make it true.
3. Answer the Follow-up Question.
SYMBOL
EXAMPLE:
Smileys

TRUE OR FALSE
DEFINITION & FOLLOW-UP QUESTION
True or False Smileys appear on the screen when you answer
red problems correctly.
all
How can you turn smileys off?
Click on the four lines to open the menu. Choose Settings.
Uncheck the Smileys’ box.
True or False

Colored Squares

The Colored Squares represent the different
types of math problem that you have already
learned.

What are the colors as you go up levels?
Red: ____________ : ___________ : _____________ : ____________
Dollar Sign

True or False

A Dollar Sign appears on the colored squares
that GMM thinks will be on a test.

What is one reason a colored square would have a dollar sign?

Points

True or False

Points are earned on dollar sign problems when
answered correctly on any attempt.

Can you earn a point if the colored square does not have a
dollar sign?
Orange Triangle

True or False

An Orange Triangle appears in the corner of a
colored square when you click off it onto a
different colored square.

How many orange triangles can you get on a square before
you are required to complete that problem?
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SYMBOL
Pink Dot/Warning

TRUE OR FALSE
DEFINITION & FOLLOW-UP QUESTION
True or False The Pink Dot indicates that your answer is
incorrect.
What do you have to do to eliminate the pink dot?

Raised Hand

True or False

The Raised Hand informs your teacher that you
need to be excused from a problem.

Do you and your teacher both need to be online at the same
time for this to work?
Skips

True or False

You can Skip problems in Mixed Review when
your teacher is not online.

What happens to the colored square when you click the skip
button?
X Squared Button

True or False

The X Squared Button exposes math symbols
when using a mobile device.

What is one symbol that is exposed when using this button?

White Arrow

True or False

The White Arrow is used to change red squares
to gold.

This feature is helpful when using what type of device?

Four Lines

True or False

The Four Lines open the student menu.

Name one option that appears when you click on the four lines.

Game Credits

True or False

Game Credits are accumulated after earning
points.

Each game credit earns how many seconds of game time?
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Student Video Activity
Answer Key

NAME_________________________________
Understand Get More Math’s symbols and features by completing this activtiy.
1. Go to https://youtu.be/ATrmfji0URE and view the Student Introduction to GMM video.
2. Read the symbol’s definition and circle True or False. If false, correct the definition to
make it true.
3. Answer the Follow-up Question.
SYMBOL
EXAMPLE:
Smileys

TRUE OR FALSE
DEFINITION & FOLLOW-UP QUESTION
True or False Smileys appear on the screen when you answer
red problems correctly.
all
How can you turn smileys off?
Click on the four lines to open the menu. Choose Settings.
Uncheck the Smileys’ box.
True or False

Colored Squares

The Colored Squares represent the different
types of math problems that you have already
learned.

What are the colors as you go up levels?
Yellow : ________
Green : __________
Silver Star : Gold
Star
Red: _________
_________
Dollar Sign

True or False

A Dollar Sign appears on the colored squares
that GMM thinks will be on a test.
you need to practice most!

What is one reason a colored square would have a dollar sign?
You haven’t seen it for a while or you don’t understand it yet.
Points

True or False

Points are earned on dollar sign problems when
answered correctly on any attempt.
the first attempt.

Can you earn a point if the colored square does not have a
dollar sign? No!
Orange Triangle

True or False

An Orange Triangle appears in the corner of a
colored square when you click off of it onto a
different colored square.

How many orange triangles can you get on a square before
you are required to complete that problem? Four triangles
SYMBOL

TRUE OR FALSE

DEFINITION & FOLLOW-UP QUESTION
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Pink Dot/Warning

True or False

The Pink Dot indicates that your answer is
incorrect.

What do you have to do to eliminate the pink dot?
Identify your mistake and enter the correct answer.
Raised Hand

True or False

The Raised Hand informs your teacher that you
need to be excused from a problem.
Help on a problem

Do you and your teacher both need to be online at the same
time for this to work?
Yes!
Skips

True or False

You can Skip problems in Mixed Review when
your teacher is not online.

What happens to the colored square when you click the skip
button?
They turn gray.
X Squared Button

True or False

The X Squared Button exposes math symbols
when using a mobile device.

What is one symbol that is exposed when using this button?
Fractions, Exponents, and more
White Arrow

True or False

The White Arrow is used to change red squares
to gold.
Hide or collapse colored squares

This feature is helpful when using what type of device?
Mobile Device, Cell phone, iPad
Four Lines

True or False

The Four Lines open the student menu.

Name one option that appears when you click on the four lines?
Settings, Statistics, Calendar, Organize Squares
Game Credits

True or False

Game Credits are accumulated after earning
points.

Each game credit earns how many seconds of game time?
90 seconds
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